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Abstract 

The current design of a standard football helmet has been found insufficient in keeping 

athletes safe from concussive impacts. A staggering 47% of all reported concussions occur 

during high school football activities. Concussions are also one of the most common 

injuries in professional football as the collisions are the most severe. As neurologists 

discover more about the long term effects that concussions have on the brain, football has 

faced a major obstacle: make the helmet safer, or discontinue the sport completely. The 

goal of this project was to create a helmet that increases the time of the impact force on the 

head which in turn will decrease acceleration. Using simple drop test simulations, the outer 

and inner layers of the helmet were tested to ensure that materials do not yield under the 

impact force. All components achieved a safety factor of at least 2. The outer polycarbonate 

shell was determined to sufficiently absorb impact. The inner polyurethane shell deformed 

locally due to cylindrical extrusions that both compress and twist due to impact force. The 

results obtained are highly promising and give confidence in moving forward for physical 

impact testing.  

 

Introduction/Research 

Football is considered the most popular sport in the United States with the National 

Football League leading the way as multi-billion dollar industry. As players become faster 

and stronger due to technological advancements in sports and exercise science, the 

equipment that keeps these players safe must advance as well. However, helmets used in 

the game today are relatively unchanged since the 1970’s. Concussions are one of the most 
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common and dangerous injuries experienced in football and can cause long term affects to 

the brain, including neurodegenerative dementing disorders such as Alzheimer’s and 

Parkinson’s, as well as clinical depression (Marshall, 719). Concussions are such a big issue 

that a movie, aptly named Concussion, was released describing how the NFL has turned a 

blind eye to concussions and allowed players to continue to play the game even with huge 

risk factors. This issue could put an end to professional football if trends remain the same. 

The goal of this project is to discover the mechanics behind a concussion and to design a 

helmet that may reduce concussive effects. First, the biomechanics of a concussion must be 

well understood.  

 

A concussion is a rapid acceleration injury in which forces from impact are transmitted to 

the brain. A study looking into biomechanical properties of concussions by Dr. Jason 

Mihalik has shown that the “majority of concussions occurred as a result of impacts 

recorded above 80 G” (1250). Mihalik concluded that most concussions are the result of 

collisions at the top of the helmet. According to Kleiven, oblique impact (impact that is not 

perpendicular to the helmet) is the most common situation and the most dangerous as it 

causes both linear and rotational accelerations (1). Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the mechanics 

of typical collisions. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the biomechanics of an oblique impact (lower), compared to a corresponding 

perpendicular one (upper), when impacted against the same padding using an identical initial velocity of 6.7 

m/s. Maximum principal strain (Green-Lagrange) at maximum for the brain are illustrated together with the 

maximum von Mises stress for the skull bone. Retrieved from Frontiers in Bioengineering and Biotechnology. 

© 2013 Kleiven.   
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Figure 2. Schematical description of the biomechanics of subdural hematoma (left), concussions, contusions, 

intra-cerebral hematomas, and diffuse axonal injuries (right) when impacted against a surface as illustrated 

in Figure 1. Retrieved from Frontiers in Bioengineering and Biotechnology. © 2013 Kleiven.   

 

The figures show that upon impact, the skull experiences sudden deceleration and moves 

opposite to its original direction. Meanwhile, the momentum of the brain tends to keep the 

brain moving in its original direction. As this happens, the brain jars back and forth against 

the skull. This causes the brain to shear and this is believed to be the contributing factor for 

concussions. 
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For this project, a 3D model of a football helmet was created. The overall design is a 3 

layered approach: an impact resistant outer shell, a locally deforming inner shell, and foam 

inserts for padding. The outer shell will remain similar to football helmets already in use. 

The inner shell will be a prototype design that aims to locally deform and reduce 

accelerations omnidirectionally. Pads will be made out of foam and optimized after the 

more critical components have been finished. Finite element analysis was run on both the 

outer and inner shells to get baseline data. Different shell designs, shell materials, and 

thicknesses were investigated. The focus for the outer shell is to make it as impact resistant 

as possible. The main focus will be on the inner shell; the design aims to take advantage of 

both compression and torsion which will allow the helmet to locally deform, thus 

increasing the collision time and reducing acceleration.  

 

Methods 

The first step was creating a 3D model of the helmet. The helmet consists of three layers: an 

outer shell primarily for absorbing impact, an inner shell to locally deform, and foam 

inserts that will provide comfortable padding for the head.  
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Figure 2: Exploded view of helmet, including outer polycarbonate shell, inner polyurethane shell, and foam 

inserts. 

 

The material choices for each layer and relevant mechanical properties for drop test 

simulations are listed in Table 1.  
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Layer Material Elastic Modulus (MPa) Mass Density (kg/m3) 

Outer ABS Polycarbonate 2410 1070 

Inner Polyurethane 310.5 1225.2 

Foam Polyurethane foam 10.1 62 

 

Table 1: Relevant material properties for each helmet layer 

 

In order to get an initial understanding of how the outer and inner layers will deform under 

contact, drop tests were simulated using finite element analysis. At top speed, an NFL 

football player can reach speeds up to 10 m/s, so an initial impact velocity of 20 m/s was 

used to simulate two football players colliding head on at 10 m/s.  

 

Results 

Von Mises stress plots for the outer and inner layers are shown in the figures below. Note 

that the images are snapshots of the stress taken 200 microseconds after the impact, and 

not directly upon impact. 
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Figure 3: von Mises stress plot of outer layer just after impact 

 

 

Figure 4: von Mises stress plot of inner layer just after impact 
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Figure 5: Magnified view of inner layer von Mises stress plot 

 

Discussion 

A model of a helmet was created and drop test simulations were conducted on the outer 

and inner layers. The max stress on the outer layer was found to be 148 MPa which puts 

the polycarbonate shell under yield. The max stress on the inner layer was found to be 18.9 

MPa, which also puts the polyurethane inner shell under yield. As seen in Figure 3, the 

polycarbonate shell indents slightly upon contact as expected. Figure 5 shows that the 

polyurethane inner shell deforms locally; the cylindrical extrusions can be seen 

simultaneously twisting and compressing. This effect allows the inner shell to locally 
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deform, much like the crumple zones in an automobile. The FEA shows promise that the 

design will reduce accelerations both linearly and rotationally.  

 

While drop tests are a good starting point to determine overall deformation due to impact, 

they do not shed much light as to whether or not this helmet design is effective at 

preventing concussions. Because concussions are primarily caused by high accelerations, 

impact tests will be conducted on a physical model of the helmet to measure accelerations. 

A model of a brain will also be created. Attached to this model brain will be two different 

types of accelerometers. Two 2-axis accelerometers will be placed perpendicular to each 

other that will measure acceleration values in all directions. A piezoelectric accelerometer 

capable of measuring strain will also be placed on the brain.  

 

First, the brain and attached sensors will be placed in a standard football helmet and 

impact tests will be conducted to determine acceleration and strain values. Then, the brain 

will be placed in the new helmet and identical impact tests will be conducted. Values for 

both sets of experiments will be compared to determine whether or not the design may be 

effective at reducing concussions. 

 

Conclusion 

A helmet was modeled and drop test simulations were conducted on the inner and outer 

layers. Results show that the materials will not yield and that both layers behave as 

intended; the outer layer absorbs impact and indents slightly due to impact while the inner 

layer locally deforms by means of compression and torsion. These results show promise for 
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this helmet design, but physical experiments must be conducted to determine the 

effectiveness of the design at preventing concussions. Once physical experiments have been 

conducted, data will be analyzed and improvements will be made to the design based on 

the results.    
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